
Curriculum Guide

Hockey Scholar-Math Edition brings math & engineering concepts to life using the exciting, fast-paced game 
of hockey. Through immersive hockey simulations, each online module enables students to explore real-life 
applications of fundamental math concepts. Designed for elementary and middle school students, this online 
course combines cutting-edge instructional design and game-based simulations to build students’ confidence, 
mastery, and excitement around critical math topics.

Course Overview
Hockey Scholar-Math Edition consists of:
Modules: The course is composed of 6 online learning modules, each taking approximately 15-20 minutes. 
Cumulatively, the entire course requires approximately 1-2 hours of computer seat time. 

Standards Alignment: The curriculum aligns to Math Common Core State Standards (CCSS) in elementary and 
middle school grades.

Assessments: Pre- and post-assessments are used in each module to measure student knowledge gains.

Offline lessons: The online course includes access to a companion offline curriculum that covers STEM  
topics from the course, related fitness and nutrition lessons, as well as PE lesson ideas to get your students  
up and moving! 

Detailed Course Outline
Module 1: Uncover The Ice
Overview: It’s time to uncover the ice. To remove each individual section of the ice covering, students must first 
determine the area of the section to be removed. When the ice has been fully revealed, the user can use the 
collected information to determine the area of the rink itself.

Learning Objectives
 { SWBAT identify and explain the units of measurement used for area calculations
 { SWBAT describe how unit squares can be combined to create an object of a given area
 { SWBAT analyze area calculations to derive the area formula
 { SWBAT apply area formulas for whole-number edge lengths
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Module 2: Paint The Ice
Overview: Overview: The ice needs to be repainted. Before the next game begins, students must follow  
the mathematical instructions step-by-step to draw the lines correctly on the rink, and form the correct  
geometric constructions. 

Learning Objectives:

 { SWBAT define and identify points, parallel & perpendicular lines, line segments, radius, diameter and chords

 { SWBAT identify, compare, and construct circles of a given radius and diameter

 { SWBAT identify and define congruent figures

 { SWBAT use ordered pairs to describe and find the location of a point

 { SWBAT follow step-by-step instructions to draw and correctly place various geometric constructions on a 
coordinate plane

Module 3: The Pass
Overview: Students learn how to utilize angles to pass the puck around their opponents. Students must find and 
measure the correct angle for their bank pass – which causes the puck to bounce off the boards – to complete the 
play successfully. 

Learning Objectives:

 { SWBAT measure angles in whole-number degrees using a protractor

 { SWBAT identify individual angles, including adjacent angles, within a diagram.

 { SWBAT identify and describe that non-overlapping angles that lie on a straight line have a measurement  
of 180 degrees

 { SWBAT analyze data in tables to reveal patterns that indicate relationships (e.g. additive angles and the Law 
of Reflection) and to predict future results

 { SWBAT describe the Law of Reflection and list real-life examples where it occurs 

Module 4: The Shot
Overview: Students are tasked with hitting the puck across the ice such that it will stop at a specific spot. 
However, the friction of the ice changes depending on how fresh and how cold the ice is. Students must adjust 
their shot force and the friction force of the ice to successfully land the puck in the target area. 

Learning Objectives:

 { SWBAT define force, magnitude, direction, and friction

 { SWBAT describe real-life examples of forces being applied. 

 { SWBAT explain how different forces (ex: friction, applied force) will influence the motion of the puck 

 { SWBAT identify the differences in an object’s motion when forces are balanced or unbalanced

 { SWBAT to describe Newton’s 1st law (an object in motion will stay in motion unless acted upon by an 
outside force) and how it applies to real-life scenarios.



Module 5: Speed
Overview: During a game, most races towards a loose puck are won or lost in the first strides. To help prepare for 
the next game, you are running drills to time your players and analyze their speed over short and long distances. 
Once each sprint is complete, determine the average speed by calculating distance over time. 

Learning Objectives:

 { SWBAT identify correct units of measurement for time, distance & speed

 { SWBAT calculate average speed using distance and time data from multiple trials

 { SWBAT identify and utilize the formula for speed 

 { SWBAT explain the importance of performing multiple trials in a scientific experiment

Module 6: The Skate Blades
Overview: Students learn the effect of the skate blade’s radius of hollow on stopping distance. Students test 
players’ stopping distances with different radius of hollow values and analyze the impact on stopping performance.  

Learning Objectives:

 { SWBAT define and identify independent variables, dependent variables, and controls in an experiment

 { SWBAT define and describe correlations

 { SWBAT identify the radius of a circle

 { SWBAT construct, analyze and describe patterns from scatterplot graphs


